Minutes: IDS Conf 8/5/08: [some 4yr SUNYs] Cooperative Collection Development Initiative
Jenica Rogers-Urbanek & Jennifer Smathers report regarding the CCDI 8/4/08 meeting

Guiding principle: Intended to enhance SUNY collection(s) not to save money
  • Infrastructure in place to move materials effectively among SUNYs
  • Have enough in common for this effort to maintain momentum

What they’re doing now:
  • Using WorldCat Collection Analysis to for baselines and to identify overlap
  • Weeding: keep anything with two CCD member holdings or less
  • Purchasing: don’t purchase if 3-4 holdings or more
  • Workflow changes – keep ILL in mind
  • Investigate FMG streaming shared collection
  • It’s a coalition of the willing – the people who can, will.
  • Collection development folks will use their professional judgement

Next Steps:
  • Meet in the fall to go over the baseline & uniqueness data. It will be the snapshot of where we began
  • At a spring meeting will discuss more direct collaboration with IDS
  • Make ILL unfilled stats smaller through the CCDI project to expend our collections’ uniqueness

Jenica and Jennifer were asked if the CCDI is looking at journals as well as monographs. They responded no. At this point they want to set achievable goals. Ron Foster of SUNYIT will be working with Carey Hatch to look at the baseline data. They do want to get there eventually with journals as well…at this point they’re trying to move in six month chunks of goals/work.

Respectfully submitted by Michelle Parry, recorder